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Daniel the prophet posted the end-times alert that, I’m convinced, forewarned the 
end-of-age, birth-pang-like convulsions we are experiencing today. He likened 
these to a great flood that will gush toward the last generation occupying Planet 
Earth when the flood occurs:
 
“And after threescore and two weeks shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: 
and the people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and the 
sanctuary; and the end thereof [shall be] with a flood, and unto the end of the war 
desolations are determined” (Dan. 9:26).

Daniel prophesied the same thing the Lord Jesus prophesied when He answered 
his disciples' questions.
 
“And Jesus went out, and departed from the temple: and his disciples came to 
him for to shew him the buildings of the temple. And Jesus said unto them, See 
ye not all these things? verily I say unto you, There shall not be left here one 
stone upon another, that shall not be thrown down” (Matt. 24:1-2).

Both Daniel and the Lord were saying there was coming a specific time when the 
Temple would be completely destroyed. Daniel included the destruction of the 
city of Jerusalem in the prophecy. He prefaced that prophecy with the statement 
that first Messiah would be “cut off.” He then indicated an ongoing war that would 
run the course of human history. The end of that war, which was already 
determined (foreknown by Almighty God), would gush in flood-like fashion at the 
very end of that war. 

Jesus, in His Olivet prophecy, after foretelling that the Temple would be 
absolutely leveled, went through the flood of events that will mark the time of the 
end. That flood, first predicted by Daniel, then given in detail as it would inundate 
Planet Earth by the Lord, is beginning to surge through our daily headlines, as 
we of Rapture Ready have persistently been examining through constant 
updating and analysis. 

Since the time of the Roman Empire’s destruction of Jerusalem and the Jewish 
Temple in 70 A.D., following Christ’s crucifixion, burial, resurrection, and 
ascension, Satan’s war against mankind, against the Jew, against Jesus Christ, 
has been unceasing. The devil has tried every tactic, from subterfuge within the 
true Church, world-wide wars, false prophecies, and false teachings that have 
brought about increasing apostasy to subtle, then phenomenal movement of 
mankind back to Babel. And there is now the geometric progression toward 
globalization brought on by the economic crises that threaten to melt and meld 
national economies into one luciferian governance. 
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The G-20 meetings scheduled for April, and/or subsequent such world forums to 
find a common fiscal denominator that will give the world leaders elite the new 
world economic controls they covet, will likely open the floodgates of Daniel’s 
prophecy even wider. The United States of America’s role/fate–alone--in this on-
rushing flood is a phenomenon to behold. Many of those of us who analyze and 
report on matters that we sense form potential end-of-the-age prophetic 
fulfillment stand as astounded as everyone else in consideration of the swiftness 
of America’s continuing economic decline. We have always put forth that 
America must lose its status as the world’s greatest superpower–that the U.S. is 
not mentioned in Bible prophecy. Thus, in order for prophecy to be fulfilled, 
America must disappear from its prominence, among the nation-states of the 
world. 

At the same time, Israel, it is plain from what God’s Word foretells, must grow in 
prominence on the world stage, even if it is a prominence that casts an 
unfavorable light upon God’s chosen nation. Clearly, both things are taking place 
in a flood of daily news. America is on the decline, Israel’s prominence, in terms 
of its becoming a perceived stumbling block to world peace, is on the 
ascendance in world news headlines. Todd and I think one of the most 
immediate prophetic indicators to watch is the G-20 meetings. The advancement 
of America and the other key nations into building a new economic world order is 
key to how quickly the prophesied agglomerate that will bring to power the beast 
and his regime of Revelation 13:16-18 is developing. 

That global arrangement is prophesied in the following:
 
“And the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings, which have received no 
kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the beast. These have 
one mind, and shall give their power and strength unto the beast” (Rev. 17:12-
13).

The G-20 meetings won’t immediately eventuate in this prophetic arrangement. 
However, the globalist elite’s search for answers that will address the economic 
distress and perplexity among the nations will likely move mankind dramatically 
closer to the system described in the Revelation 17:12-13 prophecy. 

Perhaps we are about to see flung wide open the floodgates that will unleash 
Daniel’s end-times torrent. That means that Jesus’ call to His people–the Church
—to "Come up here!" might indeed be near.


